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Harding University • Searcy, Arkansas 
Flood relief continues 'tradition of service' 
by Judi Ruhlman 
Bison Staff Writer 
AB the Harding students bound for 
Albany last weekend hurried into the 
cafeteria to grab their ARA-provided 
sack lunch, anticipation, excitement and 
optimism, tinged with uncertainty, were 
being expressed about the project that 
awaited them in Georgia. 
Mellodie Benoit, a sophomore from 
Sulphur, La. , said that she had been 
involved with the flood relief project 
last year, and that she was "ready to 
stand in knee-deep mud" to help the 
people of Albany. Sponsor Stephen 
Beliech said that he, too, was excited 
about the trip to Georgia and was very 
impressed with the Harding students 
who were participating in this venture, 
"It's becoming a tradition of service," he 
said. 
SA president, Nate Mellor, obviously 
in high spirits, readied himself for the 
journey. He said the group's primary 
goal would be to serve the Albany 
churches- two of which were destroyed 
in the recent deluge. The students 
would also have the goal of helping the 
community and the City Council of 
Albany. 
Smilirrg lbrougb flaiL Not even dirt and rain keep Tracy Barry and Lisa Westbrook from gladly helping others. Photo by Michael Bass. 
Most of the students who ventured 
to the recently flooded area did not 
know exactly what they were going to 
do when they got there. They had been 
told that there was trash on lawns that 
had been bulldozed from nearby houses. 
and that their primary responsibility 
was to put this damaged material into 
the street for city crews to later haul 
away. The students were not, however, 
alerted to the nature of this refuse, nor 
were they told what to expect 
According to Julie Budurin, a 
sophomore from San Diego, the stuff 
they had to move "smelled bad." She 
TemllfiiOrt pts lbe joiJ dmle. Todd Miller and Darrell Welch work together to clear debris 
left by this summer's flood in Albany, Ga. Photo by Michael Bass. 
said that the people who talked to her 
seemed very appreciative of the work 
done by Harding 's students. Budurin 
said she was surprised at the amount of 
devastation in Albany and that 
witnessing the damage made her "feel 
very fortunate." 
The 125 students who participated 
in this project had five main objectives. 
They were asked to 1) help move 
destroyed property from lawns onto the 
streets, 2) help to gut a home, 3) steam-
clean a home, 4) clean a church 
warehouse and 5) aid in cleaning a 
devastated cemetery. The most talked 
about endeavor was the cemetery. 
During the flood, many caskets had 
become dislodged. and headstones and 
sepulchers had sunk into the ground. 
See Students p.5 
Recent blow-dart incident 
leads to student's dismissal 
bv Judie O'Farrell 
Bison Staff Wiitor 
The student who struck a Harding 
band member with a blow-dart Sept. 10 
has been dismissed from school. The 
decision was made after the freshman 
turned himself in the night of the 
incident, according to Peggy Huckeba , 
associate dean of students. 
While marching past Harbin 
dormitory before a football game, 
Kimberlee Watne, a junior transfer, said 
that she "felt a sharp pain" and, after 
two steps, she "hit the ground" and saw 
a dart sticking out of her ca lL The four-
inch dart penetrated about three inches. 
A doctor who happened to be driving 
by at the time of the incident stopped 
and removed the dart before White 
County Memorial Hospital's Pro-Med 
Ambulance arrived. 
According to a Daily Citizen 
interview with David Crouch, director 
of public relations, the dart gun was 
found, damaged. Several darts were 
also found in the area after the incident, 
he said. 
Watne said several water balloons 
were hurled at band members from a 
window in Harbin Hall after she was hit 
by the dart. The deans are aware of 
conduct problems at Harbin, Huckeba 
said, and "plans are in the works" to 
improve conditions. This is the first 
semester that Harbin, or any men's 
dormitory, has had a full-time paid 
dorm director, she said. 
Huckeba did not comment on 
whether the dismissed student could 
return to Harding. She did say that 
school policy usually allows students 
who are dismissed to re-apply for 
admission after their suspension is 
fulfilled. Permission for such re-
admission is left to the discretion of the 
Student Services deans. 
No charges have been filed against 
the student 
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a Closer Look ffi)j TAKING 
It's time we all took responsibility for our actions 
You know what happened to me this morning? I spilled 
my coffee. That's not the first time, and it probably won't be 
the last. At 8:00 in the morning, my coffee seems to have a 
mind of its own, and, no matter how hard I try, some of it 
always ends up running over the edge of my mug and spilling 
onto my hands. A smarter (or less caffeine-dependent) 
person would have stopped this morning ritual of pain by 
now, but getting a few bums evecy now and then seems a 
small price to pay for the panacea I call coffee. So how do I 
correct the bum situation? I blame it on Mr. Coffee. 
"Something really needs to be done." 
We can sit and ask questions of who 
and why until our country falls down 
in shambles around our ears, but we 
will never be able to answer those 
questions until each person decides 
that the fust step in cleaning up our 
mess is admitting that we are the 
ones who made it. 
them instant millionaires. We act as though the world has 
somehow done us wrong and we have to do our best to collect 
what is our just payment. It is time that we be willing to take 
the blame for our own mistakes and bear with the mistakes 
of others. You never know when you will be on the other side 
of that pointing finger. 
No one likes to take the blame 
For those of you who haven't heard, an elderly woman 
recently spilled her coffee and received third-degree bums 
on her legs and buttocks. Ordinarily, this wouldn't be any 
more newsworthy than the spill I had this morning, except 
for the fact that a jucy decided to fault McDonald's, who had 
made the coffee too hot, and awarded the woman $2.9 
million. A judge has since determined that the woman only 
deserves $480,000. 
because no one likes to take the punishment. It is a natural 
instinct to deny an accusation, as any child caught with his 
hand in the cookie jar illustrates. Admitting fault is 
synonymous with weakness, and weakness is something to 
be hidden in today's world. If we can just blame the mistake 
on someone else, our perfect image remains intact and we 
can continue living our storybook-perfect lives. 
Our courts are filled with cases that are doing little more 
than pointing fmgers, looking for someone to blame for 
unavoidable circumstances and simple mistakes anyone 
could make. As in the McDonald's coffee case, it seems 
people are just waiting to catch the mistake that will make 
Abortion is one of the most obvious examples in our 
society of people refusing to accept responsibility for their 
own actions. It is unthinkable that, just because someone 
might have inadvertently become pregnant, they would 
think the mistake could be corrected by simply removing the 
consequence. By not standing up and facing the result of 
their actions, these people have done more than deny their 
responsibility in the situation, they have denied someone 
else the chance to live. 
It is no small wonder that we find ourselves in this 
situation. Families are non-existent, and no one else is 
willing to teach responsibility. Why? Because 1t is a hard 
lesson to teach and to learn. Yet, if we are ever going to 
improve our individual lives and our world situation, we 
must all be willing to take the job. 
In a world where an 11 year-old boy is a murderer and 
a victim of murder, it seems that people are looking evecywhere 
for someone to blame. "How has the world gotten in this 
mess?" "Why doesn't somebody stop all this crime?" tde 
ffi)j FM]N; tlzc Issues What do we do vvith all the refugees? 
Clinton has handled the situation well I Letting in refugees is not the solution 
by Dana David Deree 
Bison Guest Writer 
Recently, thousands of people from Haiti 
and Cuba have risked their lives on rickety 
home-made boats in search of nothing more than 
what our ancestors wanted when they left their 
homelands. Of course, there are problems. First, 
the frontier is no longer open. Second, while the 
economy is growing well under President Clinton's 
leadership, there are not enough jobs to spare. 
These two facts make it difficult for America to 
accommodate large numbers of new people. 
Nevertheless, as Christians and Americans, we 
must not close our hearts to the plight of these 
people. 
This situation has presented President 
Clinton with some tough choices. He has taken 
It on in an occasionally messy, but ultimately 
correct, manner. He stood up to Castro and 
refused to let the hemisphere's last communist 
dictator solve Cuba's problems by emptying 
discontented masses onto our shores. After a 
short period of tough, principled diplomacy, the 
exodus has ended. 
Haiti, however, continues to elude solutions. 
The crisis dates back to the Bush administration. 
In 1989, Haiti held its first ever democratic 
election. Eight months later, a group of military 
thugs forced the freely elected Haitian president 
out of the country. These leaders !:!egan a reign 
of terror against supporters of Haitian president 
Aristide. As of today, more than 5,000 Aristide 
supporters have been murdered. Many more 
have been tortured, forced to watch their wives 
and daughters raped by members of the military, 
or forced into hiding or exile. The result of the 
brutality and economic depravation was large 
numbers of refugees who soughtsafetyinAmerica. 
President Bush decided to return most of them to 
Haiti, while declaring that it was "in the vital 
national interests of the United States of America" 
to oust the leaders of the coup d'etat. Another 
important development during the Bush 
administration was the Governor's Island 
agreement, in which the military junta, the exiled 
Aristide government, and the Bush State 
Departmentlaid down plans for Artstide's return. 
As a candidate, Clinton did make the mistake 
of criticizing the return of Haitian refugees. On 
becoming president, he realized that opening 
America's shores would lead to thousands of 
deaths at sea and an overwhelming refugee 
problem for Florida. Therefore, Clinton announced 
that only political refugees would be admitted. 
Then the Haitian coup leaders broke their word 
and refused to step down. This led our president 
to tighten economic sanctions 
and renew diplomatic efforts. 
After the coup leaders refused 
to budge, Clinton used the 
world's finest military and the 
negotiating abilities of Jimmy 
Carter to move towards 
peaceful resolution of the 
problem. 
This has not been an easy 
situation for our leaders. 
However, President Clinton has 
done the best possible job, 
given the facts in Haiti. He 
prevented a refugee crisis. He 
used every possible diplomatic 
tool to peacefully end this ~.1::'1' >''" ''.t-~ 
situation. He is not allowing I:!:. ArMan :1. 
Haitian thugs to defy American 
leadership. Those who say the 
policy is wrong offer no 
workable alternatives. Should 
we let thousands more die as 
theytrytoescape to America? Should we continue 
to pay more than $200 million a year to interdict, 
house, and return refugees? Should we let these 
thugs thwart the Governor's Island accord? If we 
do, any nation would feel free to break agreements 
with us. The situation Is not pretty, but it exists 
and must be dealt with. Criticizing Is easy. 
Leadership Is difficult. Let us applaud President 
Clinton's ftrm leadership in this crisis. And 
again, let us have compassion for the masses who 
want only what we are blessed enough to enjoy. 
by Stuart Spencer 
Bison Staff Writer 
There Is no question as to whether or not 
something must be done about illegal refugees 
entering the United States from both Cuba and 
Haiti. Clearly, Americans are past the point of 
realizing that a problem does exist. Yet, the 
possible solutions to this problem are not 
decisions that may be made lightly, since they 
will affect the lives of fellow human beings. While 
consideringthepolicyoftheUnitedStatestowards 
these illegal boat people, we 
must make decisions that 
protect the interests of 
America, while embracing a 
Christian ethic. Thus, as 
citizens of a proud country, 
with a strong Christian 
heritage, we must find some 
way to halt the number of 
Cubans and Haitians entering 
our country illegally, while 
attempting to ensure that 
these seekers of a better life 
will not be dealt with unjustly 
in their home countries. 
After hours of 
negotiating, the deal sealed in 
New York last Friday between 
Cuba and the United States 
resulted in a simple exchange. 
Basically, the United States 
will agree to take in at least 
20,000 legal Cuban 
immigrants each year, and Havana wtll 
accordingly halt the barrage of boats and rafts 
canytng the fleeing Cubans. 
While this ruling may seem cold since It will 
notallowfor Cuban emigrants to enter the United 
States unless they foUow legal channels, It is a 
necessary evil. While some warm-hearted 
Americans may not want to admit it, the age of 
uninhibited expansion and tmmigration is over. 
The borders of the United States can not be 
turned into turnstiles for any population of the 
world who feels it is being treated unfairly. Indeed, 
our leaders must work to ensure that our country 
remains a stronghold for democratic notions, 
attempting to spread the doctrines of freedom 
and equality, rather than taking repressed 
individuals under our wings. As a responsible 
andpowerfulnatlon, wemustproteotournatlonal 
interests by reseiVing U.S. dollars and resources 
for U.S. citizens, not for illegal refugees. This 
does not mean we must close our hearts to these 
individuals. Rather, our leaders must create 
legal channels through which to Instigate 
acceptable levels of immigrants. 
It has been difficult to initiate any sort of 
diplomatic relations with Haiti. Until recently, 
when Clinton was able to negotiate with Haitian 
leaders under the guidance of Jimmy Carter, 
Haiti's rulers were seemingly turning their noses 
up at all approaches aimed at getting them to 
yield power. U.N. intervention had been denied. 
and repression had been stepped up exi.ensively. 
In the wake of this chaos, thousands of Haitians 
have taken to makeshift rafts to sail for the coast 
of the United States. 
As Christians, we must have compassion 
upon those Haitians who are fleeing from the 
atrocities of their leaders. Yet this compassion 
does not mean allowing unchecked numbers of 
refugees 1ntothis country. Rather, the leaders of 
our nation must continue butldlng diplomatic 
relations with Haiti, and aid them in working out 
their problems rather than attempting to absorb 
their citizens into our population. The leaders of 
our country, primarily President Clinton, must 
realize that the United States can be a vital force 
in supporting democracy without turning our 
country into a safe haven for the repressed 
populations of the world. Compassion does not 
equate wtth unthinking sympathy. The 
consequences of allowing unfettered numbers of 
lmm1grants into our country must be realized 
now. Consequently, as thinking Christians, we 
must use our minds and hearts when helping 
others, protecting our interests while working to 
ensure the well-being of others. 
LETTEitS to tlzc editor 
To the editor: 
In last week's paper, there was a letter to the 
editor addressing some problems that an 
unnamed contributor has with the current 
Induction process. Although I appreciate the 
concern with which the letter was written, I do 
not think that the facts were correctly related, 
and I do not believe the writer is In touch with 
what is ultimately best for our university and its 
club system. I hope that I may be able to set a few 
things straight. 
Last spring, Dr. Burks charged a group of 
Individuals to study our club Induction system 
and to make a proposal as to how it could be 
changed for the better. As a member of that 
committee, I know that the charge was taken 
extremely seriously, and I also know the long 
hours thatwentinto putting together the proposal 
we made. 
What we are all experiencing now is the 
result of the work of that committee. The system 
we are now using is completely new. Granted, it 
has many things carried over from our old way of 
doing things, but it is completely different In 
philosophy and in practice. 
Along with change comes confusion, fear, 
and lincertainty. I want to assure everyone that 
this change is the same for everyone involved. 
There is not one person besides God who knows 
if this thing will work. There are no guarantees 
or warranties with this system. I think we all 
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know that many mistakes have been made 
already, and I hope everyone can understand 
that these may not be the last. 
My purpose for writing is this: If we are not 
moving forward, we are moving backward! Our 
old way of bringing new members Into our clubs 
was not In keeping with our Christian ideals, or 
with the laws of our land; we may have been the 
last ones on earth to give that kind of system up. 
The new system, along with its flaws, is the first 
step In what it will take for clubs at Harding to 
become m:>re than we can possibly imagine. 
Although it is not perfect, the system will be 
reviewed, and necessary changes will be made to 
make it better. 
We have a huge task ahead of us if we are 
goil).g to make this work. Everyone has to give all 
that he or she has to be able to do that. Because 
everybody is In the same boat, we must all truly 
work together to make Harding a better place. 
Make no predictions about the future, for that 
only complicates matters more than need be. Be 
patient with the administration, they are on our 
side. Follow the student leaders whom you have 
chosen. If we give up, we will not be doing our 
God, our school, our clubs, or the newest members 
of our family any good. I feel my club is worth the 
effort, and I hope you feel the same about yours. 
Don Neal, student member of the Induction 
Review Team 
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LIVING our Faith -----~ 
Getting on the right track 
Lately, it almost requires a reservation to get onto the track at night. 
Everybody's on a fitness kick, from the guy walking two miles anhour on the inner 
lane to the girl up there running the bleachers, sweat-soaked ponytail bobbing all 
the way. We've all got an agenda. Some are trainlng for sports. Perhaps a few are 
actually fulfilling their P.E. ~run-o-.runK requirements. Others just seem thrilled to 
have discovered yet another spot to pick up girls. Me? I'm in it because I finally 
refused to go up another size In jeans. Somelliing had to be done. Two months after 
this revelation, I'm still not the "Buns of SteelK woman by any 
stretch. But you've got to start somewhere, right? 
When I first began my journey into the realm of the 
physically fit, I was nothing short of pathetic. Yeah, that was me 
you saw clutching the fence and gasping for breath after 
successfully completing a record two laps. The only thing 
harder than running was making myself go to the track, 
knowing I would eventually leave it drenched, smelling like 
socks and wobbling like jello. The mirror always seemed to 
confirm that jello theme, too. Was this doing any good? After the 
first two weeks, I was ready to just go back to my 
double-chocolate-chunk lifestyle, comforting myself with greasy 
pepperoni pizza and the bitter conviction that I could 
intellectually waste those ~athletic types~ any day. 
Maybe part of the reason I tasted death nightly at the track, andstlll made little 
progress, was thatl was trying to run too fast. I thought ifl could match the speed 
of my fellow runners, I could get twice as much exercise every night. Then I would 
only have to run half as much! Any time I ate badly. I could do one lightning lap 
around the track and burn it all away. r didn't need a nightly routine. 
But as any athlete knows, and as I learned, it doesn't work that way. When 
you're not in shape to run fast, and you dolt anyway. you're not burning fat. You're 
only burning sugar. Burning fat requires steady aerobic exercise over a period of 
time. It requires starting slowly and building gradually over weeks, or even months. 
So, there's no shortcut to becoming fit. 
So I run. But now,l realize it must be a priority. Now 1 have a system to build 
upon, so my heart rate can take it. 
I Corinthians 9:25-26 says, "Everyone who competes in the games goes into 
strict training ... therefore, I do not run like a man running aimlessly.~ 
Sometimes in my walk with God, I find myself trying to do lightning laps. OK, 
I've neglected God, so I'll make up for it by doing some kind of service project. Next 
week, after I've spent another week ignoring Him, I'll perform another good deed. 
It all evens out, right? 
Think aerobic. According to Webster, "aerobicK means ~living or active only in 
the presence of oxygen. K As Christians, we must realize our spiritual health is 
equally dependent on the presence of God. Our race isn't one we can take or leave 
at our leisure. It is one that requires training, endurance, and sometimes being on 
the track when we'd rather be at home eating a pizza. 
But the payoff is big. If eternal life is as good as they say, there won't be fat 
grams to compute. I'll eat all the chocolate chip brownies I want and still have a 
~heavenly body." But down here, there's still work to do. I'm still in training. So I 
run. 
~ SUR\IEYING 
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our Readers 
Eighty students were asked 
"How do you feel the United 
States should handle the Cuban 
and Haitian refugee situation?" . 
0 
Allow all Pick up refugees Pick up refugees Undecided 
refugees entrance andretumtotheir andhouseinU.S. 
to the U.S. homeland camps 
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ffi]l ACO,UIIUNG 
Different dining close to home 
New Tastes 
by Craig Hanson 
Bison Arts/Entertainment Editor 
Years ago, while taking a short story course in Martin, Tennes-
see, I had a teacher from the City College of New York - Leo 
Hamalian - offer some advice which has only increased in value 
with time. "Write what you know; use where you are." I had heard 
it before, but I needed to hear it from a New Yorker visiting a 
southern college town not much larger than Searcy for it to mean 
anything. 
It's easy to become arrogant in writing dining reviews, and it 
comes as no surprise that our heritage has 
: \·,;J,: long linked food and wealth. But here we 
are in the northeastern comer of Arkansas 
where pretentious sophistication won't go 
far. Thus, throughout the semester, this 
column will explore some native haunts 
where the locals really eat (no chains). In 
addition, some weeks we'll be getting out on 
the highways away-from Searcy. And from 
time to time, we'll be giving news on the arts 
and entertainment. But first, let's use 
where we are. 
This week I've made three local selections. It's hard for me to 
imagine a better breakfast spot than Bobby's Family Restaurant. 
Facing the courthouse, this diner will make you feel right at home 
- not because you're a student but simply because you're a 
person. The menu offers breakfast items at incredible prices: an 
eggwith two biscuits, $1.25, three pancakes, $1.25, omelette with 
hashbrowns, biscuits & gravy, $2.65. Booths line the wall, and 
they're usually filled. In addition, service is quick; this time took 
20 minutes, including order- .-----..,...---"::":-"-~., 
ing, food preparation, and eat- -~ 
ing. I've never had anything at 
Bobby's short of delicious. In-
cidentally, their lunch is also 
worth a visit. Plate specials are 
served Monday through Friday. 
A comparable sort of place, 
Main Street Cafe, brought us 
in for lunch. Again. plate spe-
cials are an option ($3. 79); I 
happened to go on meat-loaf 
day and decided to pass. In-
stead, my companion had the 
standard cheeseburger, and I 
chose the club sandwich. Both 
were well prepared with quality 
food. For dessert, we tried the 
homemade chocolate pie, 
which, although cold and firm. was tasty. For atmosphere, I 
would pick Bobby's between these two. At Main Street you trade 
the windows looking onto the square for a more enclosed room 
flooded with the glow of fluorescent lights. But I suppose Main 
Street can't do much about location, and the service is friendly 
and fast. 
For dinner, I ventured east of the interstate to Huckleberry's (at 
Exit 44, the middle Searcy exit). Choice isn't an issue here. The 
only option is the buffet. As you enter, you immediately funnel 
into the line where offerings include slaw, com, green beans, fried 
squash, ribs, deviled crab, fried shrimp, fried chicken, and of 
course, fried catfish. The price was slightly steep, but bearable, 
at $6.99. This is no romantic rendezvous and no place for the 
overly tidy. In fact, the atmosphere is a combination of a potluck 
and a picnic with some home cooking on the side. Long tables fill 
the large eating room, with picture windows on one wall and a 
mural of a creek on another (some rural aesthetics going on). Try 
to get a comer table, fill up your plate, and watch the crowd. Your 
arteries may feel it for awhile, but it's worth at least one trip. I'm 
sure Leo would agree. 
Clint Black to perfortn tonight 
Clint Black peiforms at the Benson tonight at 8:00p.m. Publicity photo. 
Clint Black will pelform in the Ben-
son Auditorium tonight at 8:00 p.m. 
The show, one of nine small-venue 
concerts Black is pelforming on this 
tour, is expected to be a sell-out. 
Plans to schedule this concert began 
last May. "Representatives for Clint 
Black contacted us after hearing about 
our facilities and reputation for serving 
celebrities on our campus," Terry Davis, 
chairman of the Student Activities Com-
mittee (SAC), said. 
As of Wednesday afternoon, only 90 
tickets were still available. "I am very 
excited about a sold out concert here at 
Harding. We have not had a sell-out in 
quite a while," Davis said. 
Remaining tickets go on sale this 
afternoon at 2:00, and doors open to-
night at 7:15. 
Graphic design students to open studio 
by Alice Bishop 
Bison Stefl Writer 
Beginning this semester, Harding 
University's graphic design department 
will open Red Brick Studios, a student-
run graphic design studio. The idea for 
the studio came from a group of senior 
graphic design students who wanted 
the opportunity to keep their skills 
sharp, while gaining practical work 
experience. 
Scott Baine, president of Red Brick 
Studios, said, "The good thing about 
Red Brick Studios is that we will be 
doing real-world work such as self 
promotion and customer billing." 
Red Brick Studios will provide ser-
vices such as screening t-shirts and 
designing brochure and banquet pro-
grams. These services will not only be 
offered to the members of the Harding 
community, but will also be available to 
residents in Searcy and surrounding 
communities. 
"The short term goal for Red Brick 
Studios," said senior graphic design 
student Jason Hill, "is to teach students 
how a design firm functions. The long-
term goal is to be successful enough to 
put money back into the department to 
pay for professional designers to speak 
in classes and to defray the costs of class 
trips to cities like Dallas and Memphis." 
While Red Brick Studios is the brain-
child of the graphic design department, 
Baine said, "It will be open to all art 
majors. Hopefully the studio will create 
a sense of community within the de-
partment." The studio will also serve as 
a student chapter of the American Cen-
ter of Design and, therefore, will be 
considered an on-campus dub. The 
facuity sponsor will be graphic design 
teacher Daniel Adams. "Red Brick will 
benefit all involved," Baine said. "Stu-
dents will gain practical experience, 
and customers will receive a well de-
signed, quality product." 
Harding Cleaners 
• 10% discount to Harding students and faculty 
Conveniently located at the south side of campus on East Park Ave • 279-4247 • M-F 7:00-5:30 
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Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man 
by Craig Hanson 
Bison Arts/Entertainment Editor 
"I am an invisible man. No,! am not 
a spook like those who haunted Edgar 
Allan Poe; nor am I one ofyour Holly-
wood-movie ectoplasms. I am a man of 
substance, of flesh and bone, fiber and 
liquids - and I might even be said to 
possess a mind. I am invisible, under-
stand, simply because people refuse to 
see me." 
With these words, Ralph Ellison 
begins what may arguably be the best 
American novel of the 20th century. 
The prologue introduces us to this in-
visible man whose name we never 
learn. We receive the story through his 
first-person narrative, and although we 
hear his deepest feelings, we never 
really see him. Physical descriptions are 
limited and, as he relates his story, we 
know only that he is living in a forgotten 
basement, a "warm hole" on the edge of 
Harlem. 
The first chapter, "Battle Royal," 
often appears in anthologies and can 
even stand on its own as a short story. 
Here we meet the main character as a 
recent graduate of high school. This 
young black student is invited to present 
a speech to the "town's leading white 
citizens." Beforehand, however, he is 
forced to fight his classmates as enter-
tainment for the evening. Finally, he 
gets to give his speech but is essentially 
ignored. 
From his days at a southern college 
to his work in Harlem with an interracial 
"Brotherhood" steeped in historical dia-
lectic, the novel traces how he is "kept 
running" by forces above his control, 
ultimately to be ignored. Yet, Ellison 
avoids cliches and continually reinvests 
meaning into his metaphors. Just as the 
main character must learn of his own 
invisibility, we, the readers, gradually 
realize what being invisible means. 
Unfortunately, the novel which ap-
peared in 1952 still rings all too true for 
us today. For a generation which has a 
hard time imagining segregation, not 
seeing the minority is perhaps more 
common than it was 40 years ago. Yet 
ultimately, Ellison is not simply describ-
ing a black phenomenon, but rather an 
important aspect of the modem condi-
tion. And although he explores racial 
issues, he is also probing what it means 
to be human; the last sentence may be 
one of the all-time great challenges to 
the reader. 
In addition to the pertinence this 
story holds to current racial situations, 
and the modem condition, it is a fabu-
lously entertaining story. And that's not 
just the opinion of one overly-bookish 
English major. Upon publication, the 
novel remained on the bestseller list for 
16 weeks. As an additional note, Ralph 
Ellison died in April of this year. Thanks 
to his skill in communicating a message 
that has remained relevant through the 
years, Ellison will never be invisible to 
American culture. 
IT'S BACK! 
~--·-------------------------------------· 
I 
l$1. 99 PIZZA BUFFET I 
All You Can Eat Pizza, Pasta, 
Breadsticks, Vegetables, & Desserts. 
Monday thru Saturday, 11 AM - 2 PM. 
Monday thru Wednesday S PM - 8 PM. 
Not Valid with any other coupons, 
discounts, or promotions. 
Expires Oct. 31, 1994. 
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Tearing down waRs. jenny Walters ham-
mers through plasterboard. Photo by Michael 
Bass. 
Students serve 
in Albany 
• Continued from p.1 
Students picked up plastic flowers and 
other trash, so that city crews could 
come through and restore the grounds. 
Upon his return from Georgia, Mellor 
said, "The project was a success. Every-
one had a good attitude and seemed to 
work well together." He also said that 
the crews worked quickly and effi-
ciently, completing in a weekend what 
city workers had been accomplishing 
in two weeks. 
Student workers went above and 
beyond what the Albany City Council 
requested and did more than anyone 
expected, Mellor said. A high school 
basketball team from Griffin, Ga. , and 
their coaches, had also come to Albany 
to help flood victims. Most of these 
boys had never heard of the Gospel or 
of the Church of Christ. Harding stu-
dents surrounded these young men 
with singing and prayer during nightly 
devotionals. When the Griffin teens 
loaded their bus to leave, Harding 
students surrounded their vehicle and 
sang, "We Love You With the Love of 
the Lord." Our students so inspired 
these people with their enthusiasm and 
spirituality that one of them made the 
decision to attend a Christian university 
upon his graduation, Mellor said. That 
is what Christian service is all about -
influencing lives for God in every situ-
ation. 
Mellor expressed gratitude for the 
students who ventured to Georgia, and 
to ARA for providing food and partial 
funding. He said he also appreciated 
Dr. David Burks working so diligently 
in Albany on Friday and Saturday. 
ACROSS 
1- Intimidate. 
5- The ability or capacity to act or 
pertorm effectively. 
10- Inspiring lear or dread. 
12· A baseball team. 
13- Prefix (means earlier, before). 
14- A star that is the center of a 
planetary system 
16- In no way. 
17- Symbol of oxygen and ytrium. 
18- A silky fiber obtained from the fruit 
of the silk-cotton tree. 
20- Symbol of cerium. 
21- A policeman. 
22- To be in a stage of hostility. 
24- The sky, firmament. (reverse). 
25- Red blood cell. (Abbrev). 
27- Abbreviation for alcohol. 
29- Consequently (in Spanish). 
31- Order of Merit. (Abbrev). 
33- Vigilantly attentive. 
35- Symbol of tellurium 
36- Lacking restrain or reason 
38- Any of various deciduos or evergreen 
trees or shrubs of the genus Quercus. 
39- A nonscientific branch of learning. 
40- An opinion. 
42- A phenomenon supposed to portend 
good or evil 
43- One hundred of these is equal to 
one dollar. 
44- Christian love. 
DOWN 
1· A railroad or bus station. 
2· Ethereal. 
3- Suffix (means act, process). 
4- Symbol of nitrogen and yttrium. 
6· Suffix (means unit, quantum). 
7· To achieve victory over others in a 
competition. 
L & R SERVICE CENTER 
• Repair service and parts 
• Domestics and imports 
• 10% discount to faculty 
and students 
302 North East First • Kensett • 742-3169 
B- A photoreceptor in the retina of the 
eye. (reverse). 
9- Apostle, brother of Andrew (reverse). 
11- A young dog. 
14- To deplete or weaken gradually. 
15· At the present time, 
18- An Australian arboreal marsupial. 
Mr. Burks's best friend. 
19- An area or irregular limestone in 
which erosion has produced caverns. 
21- Central Intelligence Agency (Abbrev). 
23- Run batted in. (Abbrev). 
26- A comedian. 
28- Abbreviation for clothing_ 
29- fn the Old Testament, the chest 
containing the Ten Commandments. 
30- To come or go into (reverse), 
32- Invented, contrived. 
34- Keenness of hearing. 
35- High-spirited; vivacious. (reverse). 
37- The shelter of a wild animal. 
39- American Medical Association 
(Abbrev) 
41- Through ; by way of. 
42- To move along. (reverse). 
Answer to 9/9 puzzle 
CORRECflON- The ARA Meal Ex-
press story in the Sept. 9 issue of the 
Bison inadvertantly left the impression 
that desserts could not be taken from 
the cafeteria with the Express meal, 
which is not the case. The Bison regrets 
the error. 
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Record enrollment analysis portrays variety of 
Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
Australia 
Austria 
Bahamas 
Belize 
California 
Canada 
Central America 
Colombia 
Colorado 
Connecticut-
Costa Rica 
Delaware 
Ecuador 
El Salvador 
Ethiopia 
Florida 
Georgia 
Guatemala 
Honduras 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Italy 
Japan 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Kenya 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Mexico 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New]en;ey 
New Mexico 
New York 
Nicaragua 
North Carolina 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Panama 
Pennsylvania 
Republic of China 
Rhode Island 
Romania 
Russia 
Scotland 
Singapore 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
South Korea 
Tennessee 
Texas 
U.S.S.R 
US Abroad 
Utah 
Venezuela 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Indies 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 
Zimbabwe 
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tyof student interests, backgrounds 
r~ ~·o. 
n registration closed for the fall semester 
, exactly 3, 700 students had enrolled in 
Lth night class enrollment numbers still 
As of Tuesday, Sept. 20, that number had 
758, giving Harding its seventh consecu-
l enrollment for fall. 
eat deal of diversity can be noted by care-
tation of the makeup of the student body. 
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point of diversity is reflected by the var-
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;ing the statistics to be somewhat skewed, 
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'at 8~ P".W in the .Benson: 
'Auditiiriulll: Remalnil!g tlckelS ~ 
will go CJfr&alt: at 2;0() ~ .. 
afternoon at the Benson ticket 
window. 'TLckets cost .$23 each. 
• Diamdtid Rio will pwfoJID ilt:Kt 
frldiiy, Stpt. 30 in dJe Beiison 
Audimdtun. Tr.J,Cy and Ktb 
Falwell will be the opening aq_ 
Tickets are $15 and may be 
puttll~ }ll the Benson. u&a 
windQw. 
• There. will be f(lW Interview 
~next week: 
Monday: dbe Kroger G>. 
Thesiiityz :B:llro, Kuttz,,and Dobsoo 
't'hutSday: ~ Co. 
J?tida.f.' ~andY()Ung 
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'more UJ{QrJ!latiOO. 
• Loree Wallrer's senwr, art snow, 
entitled "My life · One Piece:o! 
An After ~er;""opens SUnJ!ay, 
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campaign bcr."'ll, 131 and }·5, 
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1'u~y; Sept 29 in the Unle 
Theure. PoMnore iriformalion, 
conuct Donie Frye. 
• On Sa~ay, Oct.l, !here will 
be a ollafi!.Y3-on:.) v'olle:yba/ 
tournament. M)'One interested 
Should Sign up in the Student 
Ce{Ucr \his week . 
• TICkets for the Homecoming 
Musical. \tes/Side Story w:'ill be on 
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Walton scholars bolster international student population 
by Marla Elena Arvizu 
Bison Stan Writer 
Every year, around 20 freshmen 
from Central America become a part of 
Harding's student body through the 
Walton Scholarship Program. Insti-
tuted by the late Sam Walton, the pro-
gram functions in three universities in 
Arkansas - John Brown University in 
Siloam Springs, University of the Ozarks 
in Clarksville and Harding. Each uni-
versity enrolls approximately 60 stu-
dents who need full financial help to 
complete their education. 
Since the scholarship program can 
support only a limited number of people, 
hundreds of students who aspire to be 
recipients must go through a selection 
process and fulfill certain requirements. 
Dr. Nicky Boyd, newly appointed di-
rector of Harding's Walton scholarship 
program, said that the recruiting pro-
cess is accomplished primarily through 
former students who are in charge of 
advertising the program. The alumni 
committee screens applicants based on 
the following criteria: ability in the 
English language, grade point average, 
income level, leadership and moral 
character. 
Boyd explained that each country 
of Central America is granted a specific 
number of positions based on popula-
tion. Guatemala has the most positions 
and BeliZe the fewest. Recruiters select 
three applicants per available position, 
to be interviewed jointly by scholarship 
directors from the three universities. 
Puttlrlg 011 a sbow. Aaron Ortiz, a freshman from Honduras, performs 
tn the Musical Showcase that took place during Parent's Weekend. Many 
Walton students are actively involved in campus life. Photo by jason Burt. 
Each director then chooses his own 
students and instructs them regarding 
college rules and lifestyle. 
According to Boyd, Walton pro-
arrive Friday night, Sept. 30 and join 
Harding's Walton scholars for a recep-
tion. Then, on Saturay morning, Dr. 
Budd Hebert will speak to the entire 
group on international business. After 
the morning lecture, the students will 
share lunch and an afternoon of soccer, 
basketball and volleyball. 
In Boyd's opinion, the Walton Schol-
arship Program is having a real impact 
in Central America. He said the scholars 
take high moral standards back into 
their countries and help lessen the 
degree of corruption which pervades 
them. 
Studying in a foreign country has 
had varying influences in the lives of 
the Walton students. Alex Martinez, a 
Guatemalan senior, said that a great 
advantage of being here is access to the 
many educational facilities he could not 
have at home. Jesus Carias, a junior 
from Honduras, feels that being a Har-
ding student has opened his mind to 
other cultures and enriched his knowl-
edge. Senior Henry Enriquez from 
Costa Rica said, "Before, I only thought 
in terms of my own country. Now, I 
think worldwide." 
Hebert and three students 
assist Romanian orphans 
gram graduates must render one year of 
service for every year of education they 
received. This service must be contrib-
uted through application of their newly-
acquired knowledge to the develop-
ment of Central America. 
Among the activities of the program 
is the junior and senior seminar each 
spring and fall, which brings together 
Walton students from programs at all 
three universities. This fall 's seminar 
will be Sept. 30-0ct. 1. The Walton 
scholars from the other schools will 
As "foreigners," the scholars have 
gone through some adjustments in or-
der to adapt to a new environment. 
"Living on campus without transporta-
tion prevents me from moving around 
town as I was used to," said Guatema-
lan junior Rocio Estrada. Flor Munoz, a 
freshman from Guatemala, has had to 
adapt to new time schedules. "At home 
I never went to bed at 2:00 a.m." Junior 
Roberto Batres, also from Guatemala, 
has learned that "relationships with 
people are much closer; there is a lot of 
hugging here." Cindy Herman, a sopho-
more from Guatemala, said that a major 
adjustment for her was independence. 
"You have to survive on your own 
because your parents are not beside 
by Kathryn George 
Bison Stan Writer 
Dr. Budd Hebert, associate profes-
sor of business, and three Harding stu-
dents are in Romania for 10 days to 
conduct small business seminars. Trav-
eling with Hebert are Brian Hoover, 
Jodie Vankatesan, and Wendy Mauricio, 
as well as 10 businessmen from Searcy 
and other areas. 
While in Romania, the group is 
holding seminars to teach new Roma-
nian business people about leadership, 
customer service, business planning and 
fmances, and other business regula-
tions. A variety of workshops will be 
held, covering such areas as labor rela-
tions and maximizing profits. 
The group will also visit several 
orphan homes in Romania. Medica-
tions and warm clothing were taken to 
be distributed throughout the orphan-
ages. 
The group left Monday, Sept. 12, 
and are traveling in Romania working 
through the Church of Christ in 
Bucharest. The local contact for the trip 
is Rebecca Johnson, a missionary in 
Bucharest. 
This is the third trip of its kind within 
the last year. Hebert visited last spring, 
and Dr. Bob Reely, professor of busi-
ness, visited in May. Reely conducted 
seminars for the University of Bucharest, 
the local church, and the Chamber of 
Commerce. 
"The mission trips to Romania are 
excellent," Reely said. "It is exciting to 
involve business students. This pro-
gram is a good model for the School of 
Business, as well as for others." 
Plans for the trip were made through 
the Center for International Business, a 
program within Harding's School of 
Business. This school provides busi-
ness application in an international set-
ting. Developed to assist foreign na-
tions through Christian support, the 
Center is also a link between organiza-
tions such as the Romanian govern-
ment, trade and educational systems, 
and the Romanian business commu-
nity. 
Future campaign trips are being 
planned through the School of Busi-
ness. 
Any student interested in working 
with a mission trip through the Center 
for International Business should con-
tact Dr. Hebert. 
Donate Life-Saving 
PLASMA! 
We Pay New Donors: 
$30-1 st Donation 
$25-2nd Donation 
$25-3rd Donation 
$25-4th Donation 
$30-Sth Donation 
you to give you advice." 
All of the interviewed students 
agreed that changes in food and climate 
have been significant for them, as well 
as the separation from their culture and 
customs. They also mentioned involve-
ment in various campus activities, such 
as social clubs, intramural sports, Uni-
versity Singers, the economics team, 
honor societies like Phi Eta Sigma and 
Alpha Chi, Spring Break campaigns and 
management and marketing associa-
tions as influential factors in their edu-
cational experiences. 
The majority of Walton students 
said they want to fulfill their promise of 
going back to their countries after gradu-
ation and obtaining jobs. "I want to 
establish my own business at home," 
said Guatemalan junior Evelyn Cruz. 
Josue Mendez, a sophomore from 
Mexico, wants to "find a stable job" in 
his country, and Neldelise Somarriba, a 
sophomore from Nicaragua, hopes to 
"be an influence in the progress of the 
business field" in her country. 
Health Food Store 
Comes to Searcy 
On August 26, "The Natu-
ral Foods Store" opened its 
doors at the comer of Race 
and Grand (809 E. Race) 
where The Athletes Choice 
was formerly located. It had 
been several years since 
Seacry had had a health food 
store and many residents ex-
pressed that it was "about time 
we had one again." 
The store is owned and op-
erated by long-time Arkansas 
residents Perry Ambrose and 
his wife Cas. They have sev-
eral years experience in this 
field and have amassed con-
siderable knowledge and ex-
pertise. 
The store is stocked with vi-
tamins, herbs, spices, bulk 
foods, natural remedies, or-
ganic produce, healthy snack 
foods, books and much more. 
Perry got into the health 
food business after his health 
took a tum for the worse about 
15 years ago, and his search 
for answers turned up some 
pretty interesting solutions. 
Since that time, it has been his 
purpose to share his resources 
with anyone who is interested. 
Stop by, browse the store 
and meet Perry and Cas. 
10-5:30 M-F. Sat 10-3 
268-9585 
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Levi wins Oreo contest 
Mark Levi puts the finishing touches on his Oreo pyra-
mid during the finals of a Nabisco-sponsored contest 
Friday in cooperation with ARA Food Seroices. Levi's 
masterpiece won first place in the three-day competi-
tion, judged by students and ARA employes on cre-
ativity, height and number of cookies used. Photo by 
Nathan Ironside. 
ETC ... 
''TCBY'' 
The Countrys Best Yogurt® 
~ 
BURGER 
KING 
~8 
DIAL-A-MENU Cafeteria- ext. 2340 
ITZI\ PIZZA delivery- ex. 4892 
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Mellor seeks campus-wide efforts 
to preserve university's basic goals 
by Emilv McMackin 
Bison Staff Writer 
The main purpose of the Student 
Association (SA) at Harding is to plan 
activities for the student body. This 
year, however, SA president Nathan 
Mellor hopes to take that basic goal one 
step further. "This year is very impor-
tant because we have the chance to 
recommit Harding to its original goals 
which were set 70 years ago. We have 
the opportunity to write our own page 
in history." 
On that note, Mellor, a senior from 
Mobile, Ala., plans to lead the student 
body into a very productive year at 
Harding. "Our number-one priority is 
to represent the thoughts and ideas of 
the srudents," he said. 
The SA hopes to see widespread 
involvement among the srudent body 
this year. "My hope is that everyone 
will become involved in small groups 
around campus and make lifelong 
friends with people in their donns and 
clubs. Most of all, I hope that everyone 
will make a personal commitment to 
others and to God," Mellor said. 
Many opportunities will be presented 
for srudents to serve others in the com-
munity and around the country through-
out the year, Mellor said. "In the next 
few weeks, we will begin taking kids 
from the Searcy Housing Authority to 
the movies, and we will also be work-
ing with the angel tree. We will assist 
several groups around the country and 
in foreign countries through the second 
annual 'Run for your Lives' benefit," he 
said. Mellor stressed that, while there 
are a multitude of ways for srudents to 
get involved on campus, the best way is 
for srudents to make their own indi-
vidual impact at Harding. 
One way srudents are able to com-
municate with the SA is by talking to 
their student representatives. Last Fri-
day, elections were held for srudent 
officers and representatives. Elected 
were freshmen joel Boone, president; 
Ryan Flint, vice president; Angela 
Preparing the troops. Nathan Mellor performs one of his duties as 
Student Association president by conducting an informational meetingfor 
the members of the .flood relief efforl. The office ofSApresidentcallsfor time 
and dedication . Photo by Nathan Ironside. 
Randolph, secretary; Betty Davis and ented- just someone with a heart that is 
Jason Fulmer, SA representatives; sopho- willing to serve," he said. Mellor said 
mores Jeremy Duncan, president; Ja- his work in the SA has already proved 
son Stansell, vice president; Cherie worthwhile. "For me, the most reward-
Brown, secretary; juniors Cannen Heath, ing part of being president is being able 
president; Gretchen Reynolds, vice to provide for srudent involvement. It's 
president; Chrystal Nickels, secretary worth the work to see people serve 
and Stephanie Davis, SA representative; others and grow socially,'' he said. 
seniors Jim Massie, president; Mistie "This year is going great because the 
Kerley, vice president and Nancy students have decided to make it a great 
Billcock, secretary. year. Thanks to everyone for the begin-
Mellor's desire as president of the ning, and I hope that, together, we can 
SA is that every student get involved. continue to work to make this the best 
"You don't have to be extremely tal- year ever." .------------------, 
SEARCY CINEMA 5 
Call 24 hour for features and show times 
279-3644 
S2 Tuesday! 
"We bring you the finest in motion picture entertainment." 
2933 East Race 
American 
Red Cross 
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How about 'the big four?' 
by Matthew Morningstar 
Bison Sports Editor 
I grew up watching the 'Big Three,' plus one PBS station. One day, when I was 
13 years old, I tuned in a fuzzy station called FOX. I could barely make out the 
picture, but I didn't think it was any big deal. 
Well, times have changed over the last eight years for that fuzzy station back 
home.FOX has made big headlines with several shows in the 90's- The Simpsons, 
Married with Children, Beverly Hills 90210, and Melrose Place among them. And 
this year has opened my eyes in a big way as FOX bought the rights for the NFL, 
and I now must watch Sunday afternoon football on a different station. 
FOX didn't get those rights by barely outbidding CBS, who had had the broadcast 
..------ rights since the leagues began; they outbid CBS by $100 
million a year, for a grand total of $1.58 billion over four 
years. That's a lot of money to spend on football, don't you 
think? FOX would like to differ with all of us and hope that 
they can1nake big money. 
I was reading the newspaper the other day and saw that 
fOX just bought rights to televise the NHL for five years for 
$155 million. I know that the NHL has not been looked at 
as a major sport in the past, but I believe that the interest level 
has risen considerably. All you have to do is watch a game, 
and you can see the agility and accuracy that the players 
have on the ice. 
Two major sports in the same year and the FOX sports president, David Hill, is 
quoted as saying, "There must be more guys from more networks interested in what 
we are doing. It's amazing how they're watching us." FOX president Chase Carey 
afftrms that they are in the business to make these new acquisitions profitable for 
the growth of the network. 
Hill has mentioned that they are interested in all sports, from baseball to 
Wimbledon to the coveted 2000 Olympics. FOX is pulling out all the stops and 
making the biggest affiliate marketing battle in 1V history. 
Then, if FOX acquires all these sports to televise, and fails to achieve a high 
quality of broadcasting and turns off the fans at home, what kind of effect would 
that have on the sport? Would the huge companies who spend millions and millions 
of dollars to advertise and support these sports pull out? If they did, do you know 
that spcrts would change drastically? 
I believe that FOX is taking a big step in saying that they want to be a player in 
the television war, but I believe that they could be biting off more than they can chew 
at one time. I just hope that what they are doing has no negative effects on the sports 
themselves, but for now, we will just have to wait and watch. 
.~lub Sports,. 
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Let me be your personal pharmacist 
while you're here at school! 
Boyce Arnett, P.D. 
Harding Class of '66 
• We will transfer your prescription from home 
• We will bill your parents 
MEDICAL CENTER PHARMACY 
Located in Searcy Medical Center • 268-3311 
Harding Sl 
in indeper, 
ients compete 
ent soccer leagues 
bv Vince Hernandez 
Bison Staff Writer 
Harding students have ph; · in a 
soccer league for about L\ ::' , .:ars, 
either sponsored by a local bL<,-, . ::s, or 
operating as independent te<. ;;; 
Two men's teams, the Rogv:~ and 
the Sidekicks, compete with mhcr Ar-
kansas Intercollegiate Conference \AIC) 
schools in the non-conference pro-
gram. The league, known as th•: !\;kan-
sas Intercollegiate Soccer League, in-
cludes Henderson State Universi •y, Ar-
kansas Tech, University of Southern 
Arkansas, Lyon College, University of 
Arkansas at Little Rock and Ouachita 
Baptist University. The Rogues are led 
by captains Brian Parker, Brian Fink 
and Craig Smith. The Sidekicks are led 
bycaptainsMattMillerand]asonRickter. 
The total number of men on the two 
teams is 35. Both men's teams have a 
record of two wins, no losses and one 
tie. The tie came in a head-to-head 
match between the Rogues and the 
Sidekicks. 
Two women's teams, the Strikers 
and the Mavericks, play in the Women's 
Amateur Soccer League in Little Rock. 
Teams in this league are formed prima-
rily by high school and college women. 
The Strikers (1-0) are led by captains 
Leana Watson and Lisa Thomas while 
the Mavericks (0-1) are in the process of 
choosing captains. The two teams have 
a combined membership of 28. 
Troy Gibbins, a member of the 
Rouges said, "I believe our soccer teams 
have a lot of talent and will swap the top 
spots at the season-ending tournament." 
The 1994 World Cup did much to 
promote soccer, but the sport in the 
United States still has far to go to match 
the success it has achieved in other -
countries. One way to accomplish that 
goal is for schools to form leagues and 
for conferences to include the sport in 
official competition. 
Meanwhile, students who want to 
promote the sport locally have devel-
oped Friday Night Soccer, allowing in-
terested students to play on the front 
lawn each week at 6:00. 
The Rogues will take on Arkansas 
Tech tomorrow behind the Ganus Ath-
letic Center at 10 a.m. The Sidekicks 
will play the same team Oct. 8 at 2 p.m. 
The Strikers play Sunday at Casa Com-
plex in Little Rock at 3 p.m. The Maver-
icks and the Strikers both play Oct. 2. 
Student Financing! 
,',\1/1/ 
---::'Gid 
Fine Jewelry 
1545 E. Race at Gin Creek • 268-4684 
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Delta State settles for tie during final minute Runners capture 
consecutive titles 
in recent meets 
by Matthew Morningstar 
Bison Sports Editor 
With 48 seconds left in the game 
against Delta State Saturday night, Lloyd 
Coakley broke through the middle of 
the defensive line to score a touch-
down. The extra point by Casey Smith 
put the Bisons up by a score of 24-17. 
The fans were anticipating a second 
win for the Bisons as the ensuing kick-
off put Delta State 79 yards away from 
the goal line. 
But the Statesmen moved against 
Harding's defense and threw two long 
passes which put them inside the five-
yard line. After scoring on a two-yard 
pass, they elected to kick an extra point, 
ending the ballgame in a 24-24 tie. 
"Both sides felt like they had lost 
with the tie," Coach Randy Tribble said. 
"The old saying of a tie ballgame feeling 
like you kissed your sister sure rang 
true!" 
The Bisons' passing game came 
alive as quarterback Paul Mann com-
pleted two long touchdown tosses to 
junior tight end Robert Johnson for 30 
and 51 yards. 
The Bisons effectively stopped a 
talented offense, but committed a sea-
son high of five turnovers while the 
Statesmen had none. 
"Our defense had some good stops 
against a tough running team," Tribble 
said, "and we made some turnovers by 
missing some blocks. With the mis-
takes, Delta State was able to get back 
into the game time and time again." 
The Bisons of the week on the 
by Matt Quigley 
Bison Sports Writer 
The men's cross country team made 
a strong showing last weekend at the 
Ouachita Invitational, giving them two 
consecutive weekend meet titles. Their 
previous victory over conference rivals 
Ouachita Baptist and Southern Arkan-
sas solidified their position as the con-
ference favorites, according to Coach 
Ted Lloyd. 
The Bisons overcame a strong East 
Texas State NCAA Division II squad and 
NAIA power Letourneau, in spite of 
injuries to top runners junior Jay Hurt 
and freshman Kenneth Kiprotic to cap-
ture the meet title. 
Diving over tbe defense. Sen tor Thad Htll somersaults over hts tackler 
after snatching a pass from Paul Mann. Photo by jason Burt. 
The Bisons were led by freshman 
Abraham Kirwa with a time of 25:40 in 
the five-mile race. Freshmen Seth Crum 
and Tommy Noel finished second and 
eighth, respectively. Junior Dave Parks 
and sophomore Jonathan Griffin 
rounded out the scoring for the Bisons 
with 13th and 14th place finishes. Jun-
ior Matt Quigley and freshman Jonathan 
Dandy also ran, but did not place. 
offense were red shirt freshman Chris 
Gilliam, who ran for 90 yards to lead the 
Bisons in rushing, Johnson who led the 
team with 81 yards receiving, and jun-
ior Jeff Patterson who led the offensive 
line in effort. On defense, the Bisons 
were led by sophomores Chris Howell 
at linebacker, Orlandor Joseph on the 
defensive line, and senior Lome Latiker 
on special teams on defense. The Black 
Attack Player of the Week was Marcus 
McClure. 
The Bisons had handily beat East 
Central Oklahoma a week earlier, get-
ting revenge for the one-point loss to 
them a year ago. Tribble was pleased 
with the outcome. "We were very op-
portunistic and turned their mistakes 
into big scores." 
Mann threw for two touchdowns in 
that game, too, breaking the Harding 
all-time career record. With the two 
against Delta State, his total rose to 29 
career touchdown passes. 
Tomorrow the Bisons play South-
eastern Oklahoma at Paul Laird Field in 
Durant. 
The ladies also had three runners in 
the competition. Freshmen Laura Rubio 
and Christy Talburt and sophomore 
Jennifer Royer finished in the top 20, 
out of 50 runners. Cross country rules 
require five members before a school is 
eligible to compete as a team, so the 
women could only be ranked for the 
competition individually. 
"I am excited by the talent we have 
this year and pleased by the runners' 
enthusiasm. The chemistry is good, so 
I look forward to having a fine year," 
Coach Lloyd said. 
The team's next meet will be Sept. 
30 at Lyon College, where they will face 
teams from Memphis and from other 
Arkansas schools. 
GO FAR IN 
THE AIR FORCE 
Learn how far the 
Air Force can take you. 
• great starting pay 
• medical and dental care 
• 30 days vacation with pay per year 
• management opportunities 
Go far in a career as an Air Force officer. Call AIR FORCE 
OPPORTUNITIES TOLL FREE 1-800-423-USAF 
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ASsociated Press Top S 
1. Floritl:a 
2. Nefu;l.lska 
3~ Flotida St, 
t· Mi&i~an 
5. Penn State 
". ,,NAJA Poll Top 5 
1. G. StateJ ·W.Va. 
2, Central St., ohio 
9\ J.,angston, ,Okla. 
4. Southeastern Okla. 
s. .I;r.aramg l]ni_!ersity,: 
Fy\al~erica.n League 
I;.~ad-ets 
Battmg.;a:gerage,-
.3q9 ~ Paul O'NieU, ~ 
New York 
Moine runs -
4(J -~ Gri..f(ey~ " 
~1-
112 
Seattle 
Kirby ,Puckett:, 
Minnesota 
Vict(::}ries--
1:7 'Jimmy Key, 
NewYqr.k_ 
Final N o:Jtional League 
Leaders 
BattiJ:\~ ave-
.494 to~y Gwynn, 
South Dakota 
Homeruns -
43 Matt 'Williams, 
RBI-
116 
San Francisco 
Jeff BagW''eU, 
Hou.Ston 
Victories-
l 6 . · KenHW, 
Montreal 
Pr~Maddux, 
Atlanta 
Michael:Jordan played in if 
$eott~e Pippen charity, 
bCJ~l!:etb<\ll:g'\rne artd ended 
up .~corins'52 eeints J.n his 
team's victory 187-150. 
"' 
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I Bison Sports Challenge 
I 
I Faculty Picker for this week : Dean James Anderson 
: This is a chance for you, the Harding student, to battle wits 
with a faculty member and be eligible for a great prize at the 
same time. The rules are simple: look at the faculty favorite 
denoted by the team in bold and then pick your favorite by 
filling in the appropriate box. The person with the highest 
score above that of the faculty member wins. In case of a 
tie, you are entered into a drawing. Cut out the entire entry 
sheet and drop it in the Bison Sports Challenge box at the 
Campus Mail window before Friday midnight. HAVE FUN! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
NCM games 
[J Stanford vs Arizona [J 
[J Mempbjs vs Arkansas [J 
[J U.SC v~ Baylor [J 
[J P$'Durg vs .BoSton ~Uege [J 
[J ' Michigan vs ,.,Cq,lorado· ·~ [J 
[J G<orgla Tech Vs D>•ke \ [J 
[J I No>Jb (lamlina vs Flo..m.·SL ;; . • [J 
[J · M;ss;ssippi vs Georgia ~ [J 
[J ~plon vs Grambling .. \ [J 
[J C Phio St. vs Houston ·. · [J 
[J : .. If i Wisconson vs Indiana [J 
[J "'~ Washington vs Miami .' ' [J 
[J 1 Tennessee vs Mississippi St. ~ [J 
[J l ? Purdue vs Notre Dame I [J 
[J , Ii · Rutgers vs Penn St. [J 
[J ~ Texas vs Texas Christian , 0 
[J • ~'lexas A & M vs Southern Miss • [J 
~ 
[J • ~ Washington St. vs UCLA l' [J 
[J , Harding vs Southeastern Oklahoma t [J 
NFL Games 
[J ~ '!i New England at Detroit I 
[J 
[J · ' Denver at Buffalo [J 
[J :, Chicago at N.Y. Jets [J 
[J \ L.A. Rams at Kansas City [J 
[J ~ New Orleans at San FranciscO [J 
[J 1 ~ .~at Minnesota •· [J 
[J ' ' ' - PittsJnug at Seatle [J 
. .,; it 
[J 
:Tie Brea.ker~ 
'l;ampa Bay at Green Bay 
de, ..!Of.. [J 
ENTRY BLANK 
Name __________________________________ __ 
Phone ______________________ _ Box ______ _ 
Enter entire sheet 
Last week's results: 
Dean Gardner 20 of 28 
Winner: Kevin Laws 22 of 28 
Grand Prize 
I ~ One Medium Pizza 
I~ anda ~ 
: ~·· Sixpack of Coke ~ 
L-------------------~ 
Volleyball team defeats Henderson State 
by Brent Bradshaw 
Bleon Staff Wrller 
The Lady Bison volleyball team is 
off and running after its victory over 
NCAA-Division II power Henderson 
State last week. Henderson, who has 
finished fourth in the Division II nation-
als for two consecutive years, fell 3-2 
under the Bison onslaught. The Lady 
Bisons showed "maturity and tough-
ness," Coach Karyl Bailey said of his 
team's comeback from a 2-1 deficit to 
win the match. 
Previous to this victory, the Lady 
Bisons had traveled to a tournament at 
College of the Ozarks and had been 
undefeated (4-0) in their pool play, but 
fell to Missouri powerhouse Columbia 
in the semi-finals. Senior Angela 
Johnson, strong at the setting position, 
received All-Tournament honors. 
The team traveled to Austin, Texas, 
for the Diane Daniels Classic Sept. 16. 
After a second place pool finish, the 
Lady Bisons finished third by defeating 
St. Mary's in the single-elimination tour-
nament. They brought their season 
record to 14-4 Monday when they de-
feated Christian Brothers University of 
Memphis 3-1. 
"We think we've got a lot of poten-
tial for a good season as long as we keep 
improving like we have been," Bailey 
said. "We have more balance this 
season than we've had previously." 
Providing that balance are team leaders 
Lori Hendricks, junior, with the most 
kills; sophomore Shela Bums, leading 
in block;, and four-year starter senior 
Amy Deuel, leading in aces and passing 
percentage. Junior Regina Huddleston's 
Going for tbe bU. Regina Huddleston goes up for one of her 15 kills 
during the match against Henderson State Monday. The Lady Bisons 
won the match 3-2. Photo by Nathan Ironside. 
play has also been very positive. "I'm 
pleased with where we are, but we still 
have a lot of work to do," Bailey said. 
The Lady Bisons travel to Magnolia, 
Friday to participate in the Southern 
Arkansas Tournament. 
BURRITO SUPREME® ONLY $.99 : 
Please present coupon when ordering. Limit: one 
coupon per person per visn. Not good with ony 
other offer. Cosh redemption value is 1/20th cent. 
Good only at participating TACO BELl® restaurants, 
Tax not included. Offer expires December 31. 1994. 
FREE DRINK REFILLS 
® 1994 Taco Bell Corp 
I 
0: 
TACO I 
11ELL~ I 
THERE'S A 10% DISCOUNT 
IN YOUR POCKET. 
It's the Taco Bell® Most -Convenient- Coupon-
Ever ... and it's already in your pocket. Your I.D. Cani. 
When you stop by your local Taco Bell® restaurnnt, 
all you have to do is show your current student or 
faculty I.D. Cani and you'll receive a l<J'Al discount. 
Discount not available with any other special offer. 
It's that simple. So bring your Student I.D. or one of 
the money-saving coupons below to a participating 
TacoBefl®restaurnnt today. What a Deal! 
W'W 
~ 
TAm 'BELL® 
Good at participating 
Taco Bell® Restaurants 
MEXICAN PizZA ONLY $1.79 
Please present coupon when ordering. Limit: one 
coupon per person per visn. Not good w~h any 
other offer. Cash redemption value is 1/20th cent. 
Good only at porticlpot1ng TACO BELl® restaurants. 
Tax not included. Offer expires December 31. 1994. 
FREE DRINK REFILLS 
C 1994 Taco Bell Corp. 
0 ...""'!i?"-,. 
TACO 
11ELL. 
